The Wraith King
By Andrzej Marczewski

Summary
The Wraith King has taken your Kingdoms most treasured heirloom, the Crown of Davidos. You have been
sent to retrieve it from his dungeon lair. Before you can face him, you must first journey the Forest of Roltan
to find the mythical enchanted pool and retrieve Davido’s enchanted ring.
May the Gods be with you, brave quester.

Set Up
You will need:







22 x Forest tiles
22 x Dungeon tiles
4 x Special tiles
18 x Event Cards
1 x Six sided dice
Pen and paper

Start by separating the dungeon tiles, forest tiles and special tiles into separate piles. To the forest tiles add
the “Enchanted Pool” and “Dungeon Entrance” tiles and shuffle. Add the “Wraith King” tile to the dungeon
pile and shuffle. Finally shuffle the Event Cards.
Make sure the forest tiles, dungeon tiles and event cards are all face down in piles.
On your paper create 4 columns labelled Health, Attack, Defence and Items.
Under Attack and Defence write 1. Under health write 5. This is where you will manage your attributes and
inventory.

Starting Play
The idea of the game is to find the enchanted pool, defeat the Wraith King and then get back to the castle. To
do this, you will need to build your journey and overcome various obstacles in the form of events.
1. Place the “Start” tile down near to you.
2. Take a forest tile and place it so that one of the paths on the start tile matches up with a path on
your new tile. This new tile is where your character now stands.
3. To finish your turn, take and resolve an event card.

Events
Each event card is split between forest events and dungeon events. Whilst searching for the enchanted pool
and the dungeon entrance, you can collect health and fight weak creatures to improve your attack points for
later in the game. Once you are in the dungeon, event cards are more focused on fighting monsters or
collecting items.
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There are 3 types of events

Item
If this is the first time you have visited the tiles, you can collect the item that is mentioned and follow any
instructions. If it is a physical item, such as a sword, then you can only carry 2 at a time. Make sure to keep a
record of what you are holding.

Event
Some cards have a special event on them. Follow the instructions on the card to resolve it.

Attack
If the card is an attack card, you will need to enter the combat phase explained in the next section.

Attack Phase
If you have been attacked, you have two options. Stand and fight, or run away!

Fighting
Each attack card has 3 attributes; Health, Attack and Defence. Fighting always follows this process.
1. Roll the dice and add the number on the dice to the attack number on the card. This is the attack
power for that creature.
2. Roll the dice and add the number on the dice to your defence number. That is your defence power.
If you have an item that adds to your defence (such as the shield) add this as well.
3. If your defence power is less than the creatures attack number, you lose the difference from your
health. For example, that creatures attack power is 10 and your defence is 6. You will lose 4 from
your health. If your defence is the same as the creature’s attack power or greater, then you take no
damage.
4. Now you can attack. The process is the same. Roll a dice and add that number to your current attack
number to get your attack power. Add any special items you may have (such as a sword).
5. Roll the dice and add the number to the creature’s defence number to get its defence power.
6. If your attack power is higher than the creatures defence power, subtract the difference from the
creature’s health.
7. Continue until the creature is defeated or you are.

Running away
If you don’t fancy the fight and are not on a dead-end tile, you can choose to run away. You must move to a
connected tile (without picking up an event card). As you run, the creature gets one small hit in, costing you
1 health point. If you have the shield however, this does not affect you.

The Enchanted Pool and Dungeon Entrance
Eventually you will draw either the Enchanted Pool tile or the Dungeon Entrance. You cannot do anything
with the dungeon entrance until you have visited the enchanted pool!
Once you have been to the enchanted pool and collected the ring and have drawn the dungeon entrance
card, you can choose to start the dungeon phase of your quest. You can remain in the forest for a while to
try and increase your stats – that’s up to you.
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Dungeon Phase
On entering the dungeon, collect up all of the event cards and reshuffle them. When you draw an event
card, be sure you are looking at the dungeon events.
This phase is played the same way as the forest phase. You place a tile down, connecting to a path on the
previous tile and resolve an event card.

The Wraith King
When you uncover the Wraith King tile, you have a choice. Fight, or back away quietly and try to collect
better weapons.
If you decide to stand and fight, you will follow the usual combat process. The Wraith King has a starting
health of 20, attack of 10 and defence of 10. Good luck doing that hand to hand!

The Return
Once the Wraith King is dead, you need to get back to the castle as fast as you can.
There are two main ways to do this.



You can choose to retrace your steps back through the dungeon and then the forest
Or you can try to build a new path, directly to the castle. Be warned, if you run out of tiles, you will
have to venture all the way back.

Once you are back in the forest, collect up all of the event cards and reshuffle them. Be sure to look at the
forest events as you travel through.

The Pick Axe
There is another way to get to the surface, the pick axe. If you have found this item, you can exit the
dungeon from any unfinished path. To use the item, find a tile that has an unconnected path. You must
resolve 2 event cards whist you dig. If you survive that, connect a forest tile to that tile and continue your
journey home. If you draw a dead-end forest tile, place it back in the tiles, shuffle and redraw.

Running out of Event Cards
If you run out of event cards during the forest or the dungeon phase, just reshuffle the deck and continue.
Remember you can only collect items once on a tile.

Winning and Losing
To win you must have visited the Enchanted Pool, defeated the Wraith King and returned to the castle. Die –
you lose!
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